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Ecuador's Global Bond Prices

Under the Makeup
For years, Ecuador’s government has dispensed
with press conferences for the presentation of
unemployment data. This week, intent on presenting
a narrative that things are improving, it released the
data
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this is far from true.
According to the data, based on the usual
quarterly survey, unemployment affected 5.2% of
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that would be considered full employment in many
countries, and a sign of economic recovery. Sadly,
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unemployment peaked at 5.7% last March, a figure
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economically active Ecuadorians, compared with
4.8% a year earlier, an 8.3% increase nonetheless
considered “statistically insignificant“ by the officials (it
was also 5.2% in September). The figure however is
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2015. Ecuadoreans with a steady “adequate“ job
earning at least the minimum wage and working at
least 40 hours per week numbered 3.24m, up from
3.15m at the end of the third quarter but down from
3.49m a year earlier.
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Just 41.2% of Ecuadorians held a steady job at
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the end of last year, and tens of thousands of jobs
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media like Radio Visión and Radio Democracia, both

Within a few days - perhaps even before the

hosting influential albeit somewhat stodgy morning

February 19 general elections - Ecuador could

news talk shows, lost 20 points they had previously

experience a sea change in its media landscape.

been assured thanks to their legacy, “community
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president Rafael Correa will redistribute close to 1500

automatically obtain 15 points and stand to gain
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others

thirds of the free-to-air landscape. Yet while this sea

government policies like “good living.” Thanks to the
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an
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In its decade in power, the government of

Cordicom for final review. Arcotel has already

president Rafael Correa has amassed a media

“technically” disqualified some of the best-known

conglomerate that has captured a majority of the

private media of the country from continuing,

broadcast spectrum, according to a review by a

including Ondas Azuayas from Cuenca, one of

FLACSO researcher. This will remain untouched by

Ecuador’s oldest radio broadcasters, with a history

the

going back to 1948, and Teleamazonas, a leading

according to media advocacy group Fundamedios,

national television network (they may appeal).
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Even though bids closed late July, the regulators

recently bought Quito newspaper El Comercio and

changed the rules in August and refused to drop the
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new network is poised to take over another 60
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The outcome appears clear, thanks to what
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political scientist Felipe Burbano in an opinion column

in El Universo called “a vulgar Marxism that reduces

carrying “pre-sales” of oil and other fuels, most

the public space to a gross expression of power by

recently $900m in December.

the owners of capital.” Nothing of what Correa
promised
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Payments for the bonds amount to less than 1% of

quality

GDP, which has led some international analysts to

journalism, and serious antitrust regulation - has

say that it remains low and manageable. On his part,

emerged among media from his decade in power. In

Rivera said that the surge in debt last year to an

the days around the most important election in a

officially acknowledged 12% of GDP was due to the

decade, Ecuadorians risk losing access to crucial

depth of the (previously unacknowledged) economic

independent voices. Yet while the similar government

crisis and that, in a “normal” year, Ecuador requires

takeover of television in Venezuela was international

debt of around 6%-7% of GDP - a worryingly high

news, in the case of Ecuador, the silence is

figure that, fortunately, a conservative victory in

deafening.

February may yet correct. Separately, economy
minister Diego Martínez estimated a foreign financial
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requirement of another $7bn beyond the bond sale,

On January 10, Ecuador sold a tranche of $1bn in

well above Rivera’s claim to normalcy, while having to

bonds due 2026, at an interest rate of 9.125%. While

pay some $6bn in debt amortization, pre-sales, and

shy of the 10.75% Ecuador had to agree to pay in

interest altogether, he said in an interview broadcast

September last year, this will take bond payments up

by Ecuavisa on Wednesday.

to close to $700m in 2017. Since returning to financial

Aside from the official figures, the government

markets in 2014, the Correa administration has

continues to seek other ways to plug holes. Ahead of

accumulated

of

his press conference, Rivera announced that the

$6.25bn, well above the $3.2bn on which Correa

government had settled arrears with providers and a

defaulted for political reasons in December 2008.

deal to pay the near $760m it owes local and regional

According to finance minister Patricio Rivera, this is it
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disbursal of funds to projects in agreement with the

government won’t issue further bonds before leaving

state development bank. This latter twist appears

office May 24.
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As in the case of the unemployment data, the

municipal and provincial governments depend on

finance ministry pursued the recovery narrative,

central government transfers for funding, and these

insisting the oversubscribed sale was proof of

are established in the annual budget. Correa is thus

international market confidence in the administration’s

legally bound to transfer these funds, which to a large

economic policy. For all intents and purposes, the

extent the government now appears to be trying to

government is saying the economy is swiftly emerging

turn into a form of non-reimbursable loans. Guayaquil

from a recession it denied for a very long time even

mayor Jaime Nebot has already announced he won’t

existed. Further evidence however exists that it is

accept the offer.

merely, once again, kicking the can down the road.
The finance ministry continues to obtain loans from
the central bank, which lost its independence early in
Correa’s government. Now, these loans approach
$5bn. Additionally, it continues to press for interest-
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